Youth Peer Mediation Schools Case Studies
•

Two Calm mediators mediated between a (Yr.10) student and her parents. There was
a positive outcome.

•

This case involved a parent requesting a mediation session for her son (Yr.10) and one
of his teachers. After individual meetings, they both agreed to a joint mediation session
and a written agreement was reached. Both parties agreed meetings in this way was
beneficial to both them and their situation.

•

Three referrals were related to incidents online.

•

An experienced Yr.13 mediator joined the Calm Facilitator on a webinar with an
organisation based in Johannesburg, South Africa. There were 21 people in attendance.
It was interesting listening to others exploring their different services and options. Then
our Yr.13 mediator showcased the role of being a mediator in their school. They just
shone and did Calm Mediation and their school proud.
Both teams (Yr.10 & Sixth form) have been asked to prepare, plan and deliver a school
assembly based on ‘Respecting others.’

•

Two Yr.11 boys had a physical fight that had serious repercussions, parents got
involved. With one parent refusing to let his son attend school through fear something
was going to happen to his son. The Calm Facilitator met with one of the boy’s parents
who eventually agreed to bring his son into school for the session. The session went
well, and dad allowed his son back to school the next day. To date their agreement is
still holding.

•

Two Yr.11 girls were in constant conflict with their Head of Year. Mediation was
suggested and facilitated with a verbal agreement reached. All three thought the
session was healthy and worthwhile, now having a better understanding of each other’s
perspective.

•

Two Yr.7 boys were being crude and sexual to a particular girl in their class at school.
The Calm Facilitator asked to meet with the mother of one of the boys. She was beside
herself with worry, demonstrating concern for the girl and not knowing which way to
turn with her son. It was a positive meeting, which brought out the point that they are
still growing and developing. The girl did not want to meet with the boys, so the Calm
Facilitator sat with the boys while they wrote letters of apology, which was then
delivered to the girl who was grateful. The two boys realised the upset their actions
caused.
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